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(57) ABSTRACT 

A printer controller receives a printer job from external 
equipment and carries out the printer job using a printer. A 
user IF task accepts a reservation input for the use of a copy 
ing function using a scanner and the printer from a user 
While the printer job is being executed by the printer control 
ler. Responsive to the copy reservation input, a job manage 
ment task reserves the right of use of the scanner and the 
printer after the completion of the printer job in execution. If 
the printer is in operation When the user desires to use the 
copy function, the user is allowed to make a reservation for 
copying and then copy after the termination of the current 
printer job even if another printer job has been spooled. 

28 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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MULTI-FUNCTION IMAGE FORMING 
APPARATUS WITH IMAGE 
PRIORITIZATION SCHEME 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is based upon and claims the bene?t of 
priority from the prior Japanese Patent Application No. 
11-254475, ?led Sep. 8, 1999, the entire contents of which 
are incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an image formation appa 
ratus having at least copy and printer functions. 

The recent advance of digital technology and LAN envi 
ronments have allowed copying machines to be frequently 
used as image handling apparatuses which, in addition to a 
copy function, provide a scanner function and a printer func 
tion (i.e., a function of printing characters corresponding to 
input character code data). 

Unlike the copy function in which the user has to directly 
operate the copying machine, in the printer function, data to 
be printed are transferred over a LAN or the like to the 
copying machine and then printed. For this reason, a job 
spooling facility which is not required with conventional 
copying machines, i.e., a facility for temporarily saving data 
to be printed, has become essential. 

Thus, when a printer job has been spooled, the user has to 
wait at the side of the copying machine until the spooled 
printer job is completed, which may degrade the operability 
of the copy function. 
A conventional interrupt facility adapted to prevent such a 

situation can force the printer job to be suspended for print 
ing. For example, if an interruption is caused when the 25-th 
page of 50 pages of printer job is being printed, then copying 
will be made possible at the termination of printing of the 
25-th page. 

However, when a printer job is carried out using a sorter 
facility, a limitation is encountered in specifying receiving 
(exit) trays of the sorter at copy time. That is, when sheets of 
paper printed by the printer job have been sorted into some 
trays of the sorter, sheets copied by copying operation have 
to be delivered to unused trays in order to prevent the copies 
from being delivered to the same trays as the printed sheets 
have been delivered. Therefore, a problem arises in that is it 
impossible to perform the copying function using the sorter 
facility. 
On the other hand, the user who has directed the machine 

to perform a printer job will also suffer inconvenience 
because the printer job in execution may be suspended for a 
long time by an interruption caused by another user. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

A ?rst object of the present invention is to provide an 
image formation apparatus having built-in copying and 
printing functions which permits the waiting time until 
copying becomes enabled to be reduced even if, when a user 
desires to use the copying function, the printer is in opera 
tion and multiple printer jobs have been spooled. 
When a copy reservation function which allows copying 

to be performed with certainty after the execution of the 
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2 
current printer job is built in the apparatus to reduce the 
waiting time for copying, a problem may arise in the case 
where the amount of printing by the current printer job in 
execution is large. That is, in the event that the user makes a 
copy reservation on the apparatus, then leaves the apparatus 
and returns to the apparatus with a delay, a situation occurs 
where the apparatus is not in operation though print data has 
been spooled, reducing the printing e?iciency. It is therefore 
a second object of the present invention to provide an image 
formation apparatus which prevents the copy reservation 
function from stopping a printer job longer than is necessary. 

If, in order to prevent the printer job from being stopped 
longer than is necessary, an autoclear function is put into 
operation to automatically cancel the copy reservation, there 
arises the possibility that, if the user who has made a copy 
reservation leaves the apparatus and returns to the apparatus 
with some delay, the copy reservation may have been can 
celed against his or her will, reducing the operability of the 
copying function. It is therefore a third object of the present 
invention to provide an image formation apparatus which 
prevents a copy reservation from being canceled against 
user’s will. 

If a desired siZe of paper is not set in the apparatus when it 
is placed in the copy enabled state, there arises the possibil 
ity that the apparatus may have been used by a printer job 
when desired paper is replenished, in which case the user is 
not able to copy. It is therefore a fourth object of the present 
invention to provide an image formation apparatus which 
has no such a drawback. 

In addition, a ?fth object of the present invention is to 
provide an image formation apparatus which permits e?i 
cient control of power consumption when the copy reserva 
tion function is implemented. 

The present invention includes a copy reservation func 
tion using an interrupt approach which places the copying 
machine in the copy enabled state after the completion of a 
printer job in execution rather than interrupting the printer 
job immediately when a request for copying occurs. 

According to an aspect of the present invention, there is 
provided an image formation apparatus comprising: image 
formation means for forming an image corresponding to 
input image data; printer job control means having means for 
receiving a printer job from external equipment, means for 
holding a plurality of received printer jobs, means for pro 
viding ?rst image data corresponding to a printer job and 
means for printing an image corresponding to the ?rst image 
data using the image formation means; original reading 
means for optically reading the image of an original to pro 
vide second image data; user interface means for accepting 
from a user a copy job start input and a copy reservation 
input for, when the image formation means is being used by 
the printer control means, making a reservation for the use of 
a copying function provided by the image formation means 
and the original reading means after the completion of a 
printer job in execution; copy job management means 
including means responsive to the copy job input to the user 
interface means for copying the original image using the 
original reading means and the image formation means, and 
copy reservation means responsive to the copy reservation 
input to the user interface means for reserving the use of the 
copying function after the completion of the printer job in 
execution. 
The copy reservation facility of the present invention 

allows the user to copy using the image formation apparatus 
after the completion of the current printer job is execution 
even if another printer job has been spooled. Thus, the ?rst 
object of the invention is achieved. 
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The copy job management means includes means for 
inhibiting the execution of a printer job, even if it has 
occurred, for a ?rst predetermined period of time since the 
image formation means was made available owing to a copy 
reservation through the copy reservation means or for a sec 
ond predetermined period of time since the user interface 
means accepted the key inputs at least once even if that 
printer job has occurred within the ?rst predetermined 
period of time. 

That is, the execution of a printer job is rendered possible 
when the ?rst predetermined period of time elapses since the 
image formation means was made available or when the 
second predetermined period of time elapses since the user 
made at least one copy within the ?rst period of time. The 
copy reservation facility therefore permits a printer job to be 
prevented from being stopped longer than is necessary. In 
addition, the copy reservation facility permits a copy reser 
vation from being canceled even if the user returns to the 
copying machine with some delay because a printer job can 
not be put into execution for some time since the copying 
function was made available. Thus, the second and third 
objects of the present invention are achieved. 

The copy job management means includes printer job 
inhibit means responsive to an input to the user interface 
means when the apparatus has been placed in the copy 
executable state for inhibiting the execution of a printer job 
by the printer job control means, and the user interface 
means includes printer job inhibit input means for inhibiting 
the execution of a printer job. 

The user is allowed to inhibit the execution of a print job 
by the printer job control means through the printer job 
inhibit input means provided in the user interface means. 
Thus, the fourth object of the present invention is achieved. 

The copy job management means includes power saving 
means for reducing power consumption of the apparatus by 
placing the apparatus in the preheated state or power-off 
state when an additional time elapses after a lapse of the 
second predetermined period of time. 

That is, the present apparatus is placed in the preheated 
state or power-off state when a time interval of the second 
period of time plus the additional time elapses since the 
image formation apparatus was made available owing to a 
copy reservation and the user operated a key. In other words, 
the apparatus is not placed in the preheated state unless the 
user performs at least one key operation since the apparatus 
was made available owing to a copy reservation. Therefore, 
even if the user who has made a copy reservation returns to 
the copying machine with a delay and the reservation have 
thus been canceled, the user does not have to wait for the 
apparatus to return from the preheated state. Moreover, it 
becomes possible to control power consumption in an e?i 
cient manner. Thus, the ?fth object of the present invention 
is achieved. 

Additional objects and advantages of the invention will be 
set forth in the description which follows, and in part will be 
obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice 
of the invention. The objects and advantages of the invention 
may be realiZed and obtained by means of the instrumentali 
ties and combinations particularly pointed out hereinafter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 
VIEWS OF THE DRAWING 

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in 
and constitute a part of the speci?cation, illustrate presently 
preferred embodiments of the invention, and together with 
the general description given above and the detailed descrip 
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4 
tion of the preferred embodiments given below, serve to 
explain the principles of the invention. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a control system used in a 
digital copying machine to which the principles of the 
present invention are applied; 

FIG. 2A is a block diagram of a task con?guration accord 
ing to a ?rst embodiment of the present invention which is 
applied to the digital copying machine of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 2B shows in detail the contents of the resource table 
of FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 3 is a ?rst ?owchart for the copy processing of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a ?owchart for the user IF task of FIG. 2A; 

FIG. 5 is a second ?owchart for the copy processing of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a third ?owchart for the copy processing of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 7 is a ?owchart explaining in detail the autoclear 
processing of the present invention of FIG. 3; 

FIG. 8A is a ?owchart explaining in detail the cancellation 
processing of the copy reservation of FIG. 7; 

FIG. 8B is a ?owchart explaining in detail the autoclear 
processing of FIG. 7; and 

FIG. 9 shows various screen images for the copying reser 
vation of the present invention displayed on the control 
panel. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The preferred embodiments of the present invention will 
be described in detail below with reference to the accompa 
nying drawings. 

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is illustrated in block dia 
gram form a control system used in a digital copying 
machine to which the principles of the present invention are 
applied. 
The digital copying machine is roughly constructed from 

a main control unit 90 subject to the control by a main CPU 
91, a scanner unit 60 subject to the control by a scanner CPU 
100, a printer unit 70 subject to the control by a printer CPU 
110, and a control panel 80 subject to the control by a panel 
CPU 83. 
The printer CPU 110 and the scanner CPU 100 make 

serial communications with each other. The printer CPU 110 
sends operation instructions and the scanner CPU 100 
returns statuses. Where a fax function is incorporated as an 
option, a fax unit 131 is connected to the main CPU 91 
through a fax interface 130. 
The main control unit 90 includes the main CPU 91, a 

ROM 92, a RAM 93, an NVRAM 94, a shared RAM 95, an 
image processing section 86, a page memory controller 97, a 
page memory 98, a horizontal sync signal generator 123, an 
image transfer clock generator 124, and the fax interface 
130. 
The main CPU 91 controls the entire main control unit. 

The ROM 92 is stored with various control programs. The 
RAM 93 temporarily stores data. 
The NVRAM (nonvolatile RAM) 94, which is a battery 

backup nonvolatile memory, retains stored data when power 
is switched off. The NVRAM has a table area 94a which 
stores an initial setting table of default values for hardware 
elements constituting copy resources and FAX resources and 
?ags for nullifying autoclear during the occurrence of errors. 
The shared RAM 95 is used for two-way communications 
between the main CPU 91 and the printer CPU 110. The 
main CPU 91 is connected to a LAN as well. 
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The image processing section 96 comprises image pro 
cessing circuitry and a line memory 96a and stores image 
data subjected to image processing, such as trimming, 
masking, compression, expansion, etc., into the line 
memory. 

The horizontal sync signal generator 123 generates a hori 
Zontal sync signal synchronized With the rotation of a poly 
gon mirror (not shoWn). The image transfer clock generator 
124 generates an image transfer clock signal to control the 
timing of transfer of image data. 

The page memory controller 97 stores or reads image data 
into or from the page memory 98. The page memory has an 
area adapted to store multiple pages of image data and is 
arranged to compress input image data from the scanner 60 
or the printer controller 99 and store compressed image data 
for each page. 

The printer controller 99 receives code data, such as char 
acter codes, from external equipment, such as a personal 
computer, over the LAN. The printer controller creates 
image data (images composed of dots) corresponding to 
code data using font data stored in a printer font ROM 121 
and stores it on a hard disk in a hard disk driver HDD 120. In 
this case, the printer controller creates the image data in a 
siZe and at a resolution represented by character siZe and 
resolution data appended to the code data. 

In printing documents based on code data externally 
received over the LAN, the printer controller 99 inquires of 
the CPU 91 via the printer CPU 110 as to the right of use of 
the printer 70 and carries out printing only When the right of 
use can be acquired. 

The printer unit 70 includes the printer CPU 110 for con 
trolling the entire printer, a ROM 111 stored With control 
programs, a RAM 112 for storing data, an LD driver 113 for 
on-off control of light emission from a semiconductor laser, 
a polygon motor driver 114 for controlling the rotation of a 
polygon motot in a laser unit, a paper carry section 115, a 
development processing section 116, a ?xation section 117, 
an option section 118, and a main motor driver 119. 

The paper carry section 115 controls the carry of paper by 
paper carry means. The development processing section 116 
performs charging, development and transfer using a 
charger, development equipment, a transfer charger, etc. The 
?xation control section 117 controls ?xing equipment. The 
main motor driver 119 controls the rotation of a main motor 
(photosensitive drum motor) and the option section 118. The 
main motor driver 119 has a main motor control IC and 
generates a motor driving frequency signal according to the 
frequency of a reference clock signal applied from the main 
CPU 91 to that control IC to thereby control the number of 
rotations of the main motor. 

The polygon motor driver 114 has a polygon motor con 
trol IC and generates a motor driving frequency signal 
according to the frequency of the reference clock signal 
applied to that control IC to thereby control the number of 
rotations of the polygon mirror motor. 

The scanner 60 includes the scanner CPU 100, a ROM 
101, a RAM 102, a CCD driver 103, a scanner motor driver 
104, and an image correction section 105. The scanner CPU 
controls the entire scanner. The ROM stores control 
programs, etc. The RAM 102 is used to store data tempo 
rarily. The CCD driver 103 drives a CCD sensor. The scan 
ner motor driver 104 controls the rotation of a carriage motor 
that moves an original reading carriage composed of an 
exposure lamp, a mirror, etc. 

The image correction section 105 includes an A/D con 
verter for converting analog signals from the CCD sensor 
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6 
into digital signals, a shading correction circuit for compen 
sating for level variations in CCD sensor output signal due to 
variations in characteristics of CCD sensor elements or 
ambient temperature changes, and a gamma correction cir 
cuit. The image correction section further includes a line 
memory 105a for temporarily storing compensated digital 
signals from the correction circuits. The scanner further 
includes an exposure lamp controller for controlling the 
exposure lamp and a driver for driving a moving mechanism 
for moving an image-formation lens to the position Where a 
set magni?cation is achieved. 
The fax unit 131 receives fax data consisting of com 

pressed bit-mapped data externally sent over a communica 
tion line such as a public line, expands it into image data, and 
outputs it to the main control unit 90 over the fax interface 
130. The fax unit also compresses image data input over the 
fax interface 130 and sends it over the communications line. 

The copy reservation function of the present invention 
Will be described next. FIG. 2A is a block diagram of a task 
con?guration of the present invention Which is applied to the 
digital copying machine arranged as described above. 

In the equipment for practicing the invention, the copy 
function and the printer function are implemented in such a 
task con?guration as shoWn at 140 in FIG. 2A. The task 
con?guration is stored in the ROM 92 and loaded into the 
RAM 93 after the poWer to the apparatus has been turned on. 

A user IF task shoWn in FIG. 2A presents to a job manage 
ment task 133 information as to Which key has been 
depressed on the control panel 80 (key depression 
information) and alloWs necessary information, such as a 
screen for copy operations, error contents, etc., to appear on 
the control panel 80. 
The printer controller 99 acquires a right of use of printer 

resources from a copy resource management task 131 and 
performs the print function using printer resource control 
means such as the printer CPU 110, etc. Here, “resources” 
refer to pieces of hardWare necessary to carry out a job such 
as a printer job or a scanner job. For example, the printer 
resources refer to the printer unit 70 including the photosen 
sitive drum, laser exposure unit, development unit, paper 
carrying unit, etc. In this apparatus, the printer controller 99 
and the job management task 133 are connected to the LAN. 
The printer controller 99 obtains print data from external 
equipment, such as a personal computer, that is connected to 
the LAN. 

The job management task 133 makes communications 
With the printer controller 99 to acquire information (the 
paper siZe, the number of sheets, the location (trays) to 
Which printer paper is directed, etc.) concerning a printer job 
currently in execution. The job management task 133 con 
trols a job relating to copying and, on acquisition of a right 
of use of the copying resources (including the printer 
resources and the scanner resources), performs requested 
copy processing using copying resource control means, such 
as the printer CPU 110 and the scanner CPU 100. 

Reference is next made to FIG. 3 to give an outline of the 
copy processing ?oW. When the poWer is turned on, the job 
management task 133 is loaded from the ROM 92 into the 
RAM 93, so that internal variables are initialiZed and tasks 
con?gured as shoWn in FIG. 2A are created (step S1). 

In the present apparatus, since the printer controller 99 
and the job management task 133 are independent of each 
other, Which of the copy and print functions becomes effec 
tive depends on Which function has acquired the right of use 
of the copying resources. The job management task 133 thus 
makes an attempt to acquire the copying resources. 
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The copying resource management task 131 is provided 
With such a resource acquisition table 131a as shoWn in FIG. 
2B. When the current value Rs for scanner resources is “0”, 
the scanner is on standby. When Rs=“l”, the scanner is being 
used by the printer controller 99. When Rs=2, it is being 
used by the job management task 133. The same holds for 
the printer resources. 

For example, upon entry of a printer job from external 
equipment, the printer controller 99 spools it on the hard 
disk 120. The printer controller makes sure that the current 
value Rp for printer resources is “0”, then sets the current 
value Rp to “l” and executes the printer job spooled on the 
hard disk 120. At the termination of the execution of the job, 
the printer controller resets the current value Rp to“0”. 

Referring back to FIG. 3, the job management task 133 
determines a success in acquiring the copying resources by 
con?rming that both the current values Rs and Rp for scan 
ner and printer resources of FIG. 2B are “0” and setting the 
current values Rs and Rp to 2. The job management task 133 
on success in acquiring the copying resource in step S2 
causes the user IF task 130 to display the initial screen (step 
S3). At this point, such a screen as shoWn in (e) of FIG. 9 
appears. 

FIG. 4 is a ?owchart for the processing operation of the 
user IF task. The user IF task 130 initialiZes internal param 
eters of the control panel 80 and then causes a default screen 
to appear on the display section 84 (step S41). The default 
screen is such a copying screen as shoWn in (e) of FIG. 9. 
Also, the user IF task 130 makes a decision of the presence 
or absence of key entry by the user from the keypad 82. In 
the presence of key entry, the corresponding processing is 
performed (step S43). The processing corresponding to the 
key entry includes sending of data corresponding to the key 
entry to the job management task 133 and sWitching of dis 
play screens. The key data entered into the job management 
task 133 is stored in a message queue 133c (see FIG. 2A). 
The user IF task 130 also makes a decision of the presence or 
absence of a message, such as a display sWitching instruc 
tion or an error contents display instruction, from the job 
management task 133. In the presence of such a message, the 
corresponding processing is performed (step S45). 

In step S4 of FIG. 4, copying has been made possible; 
thus, the job management task 133 checks the message 
queue 133c. If a message has been entered, then a decision is 
made as to Whether or not that message is originated from a 
key operation by the user (step S5). In the case of key 
operation, an autoclear timer that measures the interval to 
the time When the autoclear function is performed is cleared 
(step S6); otherWise, the procedure goes to the process How 
of FIG. 7 Which Will be described later. In step S6, the auto 
clear timer starts counting from“0”. 
When the user sets paper siZe, density, and the like on the 

Copy screen of the control panel, the settings are recorded 
on a copy job parameter table by the user IF task 130. When 
a copy start key is depressed, the user IF task 130 issues to 
the job management task 133 a copy starting instruction, 
Which is entered into the message queue 133c of the job 
management task 133. 

The job management task 133 copies the contents of the 
copy job parameter table 134a into a current job parameter 
table 134b (step S12). The job management task then issues 
a copy starting instruction to the copy task 132 and changes 
the copy resource acquisition mode 133b to the forced mode 
(step S13). 
The copy task 132 performs copying on the basis of the 

contents of the current parameter table 134b and, upon 
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8 
completion, issues a job completion message to the job man 
agement task 133. The job management task receives that 
message via, the message queue 133c, sets the PPS resource 
acquisition mode to the normal mode, and alloWs the Initial 
screen to appear on the conrol panel (steps S47 and S48). 

When nothing is found in the message queues 133c in step 
S4, the job management task 133 releases the acquired right 
of use of the copying resources (When the copying resource 
acquisition mode has been set to the normal mode), i.e., 
resets both the current values for the scanner and printer 
resources shoWn in FIG. 2B to “0” and then makes an 
attempt to acquire the copying resources again. In the case of 
success, the job management task 133 checks the message 
queue 133c (step S4). The job management task 133 repeats 
such processes. 

In the event that the job management task 133 has failed to 
acquire the copying resources in step S2, namely, When the 
current value Rp in the resource acquisition table of FIG. 2B 
is “l”, the printer controller 99 is using the printer resources 
and the job management task 133 thus makes communica 
tions With the printer controller 99 to capture print 
information, such as the paper siZe, the number of sheets to 
be printer, the trays to Which printed sheets are discharged, 
etc., and then calculates the print job completion scheduled 
time on the basis of the equation beloW 

completion scheduled time=current time+time required to feed a 
sheet of paper from the tray to the regist roller and from the reg 
ist roller to a sheet discharge portion+time required to discharge 
the sheet+feed time difference between the sheet=(nurnber of 
sheets to be printed=l) (1) 

The job management task 133 instructs the user IF task 
130 to display the result of the calculation on the control 
panel 80 (step S11). At this point, such a screen as shoWn in 
(a) of FIG. 9 appears on the liquid crystal display 84 of the 
control panel 80. After that, the procedure goes to step S30 
in FIG. 5. In the absence of any message, the job manage 
ment task 133 repeats the process How of FIG. 3 to make an 
attempt to acquire the copying resources. 
Upon receipt of a job suspending instruction based on the 

depression of the interruption key or the stop key from the 
user IF task 130, or a job canceling instruction or error infor 
mation from the print control task 135, the job management 
task 133 suspends, cancels or deletes the current job as 
indicted in steps S14 through S21. 
The processing operation of the job management task 

associted With copy reservation using the apparatus 
described so far Will be described in detail beloW. 

If tWo or more jobs have been spooled via the netWork, 
then the printer controller 99 temporarily releases the printer 
resources at job sWitching time, (that is, resets the current 
value Rp for the printer resources to “0”) and then makes an 
attempt to acquire the printer resources again after a rela 
tively short time. Therefore, once the printer controller 99 
acquires the printer resources, the job management task 133 
is alloWed to acquire the copying resources (particularly the 
printer resources) only at a job break. For this reason, the 
user Who has come to the copying machine for printing pur 
pose is not able to copy immediately When a printer job is in 
execution and has therefore to stand by until the termination 
of the current printer job. 

To obviate such an inconvenience as arises When a request 
for copying occurs during the execution of a printer job, 
therefore, the present invention provides a function of 
reserving the copying resources. By the user clicking a copy 
reservation button 11 Within the control screen shoWn in (a) 
of FIG. 9 during printer job execution, a copy reservation 
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directing message is issued from the user IF task 130 to the 
job management task. As indicated in step S31 of FIG. 5, the 
job management task 134 then sets ON a reservation ?ag 
133a Which is an internal parameter, turns OFF a preheating/ 
poWer-off parameter 134c set in common parameters 134, 
and sets the copying resource acquisition mode 133b to the 
forced mode. Moreover, the job management task 133 
acquires the termination scheduled time of the current 
printer job and the current time and then displays them on 
the display 84 (step S32). 

The job management task 133 makes repeated attempts to 
acquire the copying resources (the printer resources and the 
scanner resources) (step S2) and succeeds in acquiring the 
resources after the termination of the printer job. Since the 
copying resource acquisition mode 133b has been set to the 
forced mode, the printer controller 99 can not acquire the 
printer resources again immediately after the transmission of 
the current printer job. This is because the copying (PPC) 
resources are not released by the job management task 133 
in step S9. Thus, in the case of success in acquiring the 
resources after the termination of the printer job, the copy 
reservation function of the present invention does not release 
the acquired resources until the printer job terminates or the 
autoclear function Works. 

The copy reservation function can be canceled by clicking 
a copy reservation cancel button 12 displayed Within such a 
display screen as shoWn in (c) of FIG. 9 during copy func 
tion reservation. This is achieved by the job management 
task 133, upon receiving the copy reservation canceling 
message, resetting the ?ag Which has been set at copy reser 
vation time. 

If, during the copy reservation, the time betWeen the 
release and the reacquisition of the printer resources by the 
printer controller 99 is very short, there WILL arise the pos 
sibility that the job management task 133 fails to acquire the 
printer resources at a printer job break and the printer con 
troller requires the printer resources. In vieW of this problem, 
a message to the effect that the job management task 133 
Will make forced copying resource acquisition When a reser 
vation for copying has been made has been entered before 
hand into the nonvolatile memory 94. At poWer-on time, the 
printer controller 99 reads the message and does not make 
resource acquisition for, e.g., 10 seconds after releasing the 
resources, When the forced resource acquisition mode had 
been set. Alteratively, after the lapse of a ?xed time from 
copy reservation the job management task 133 may instruct 
the printer controller 99 through the printer CPU 110 to 
place a Wait time of, for example, 30 seconds betWeen the 
time of release and the time of acquisition of the copying 
resources. Such a ?xed time can also be set beforehand in the 
nonvolatile memory 94. 

Copying machines are provided With a function, normally 
referred to as the autoclear function, of clearing all settings 
so far When the user does not touch the control panel 80 for a 
?xed time. In the inventive apparatus in Which the printer 
controller 99 and the job management task 133 compete for 
use of the copying resources, the copy resources are released 
at the time of autoclear When no copying is performed 
though a reservation for copying has been made by the user. 

FIG. 7 is a ?owchart for the autoclear operation according 
to the present invention. If, When a reservation for copying 
has been made and the copying resources have been secured 
With success, no copying is performed for a long time With 
the resources kept, then the printer controller 99 Will unfa 
vorably become disabled from performing printer jobs. 
HoWever, if the copying resources are released just because 
the control panel 80 Was not touched during the ?xed period 
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10 
of time after acquisition of the resources, this Will be unfa 
vorable for, for example, a case Where the user Who has 
made a reservation for copying leaves the copying machine 
for some reason and returns there With some delay. In the 
present apparatus, therefore, in addition to the normal auto 
clear time (standby time A) the autoclear time (standby time 
B) for the case Where no key operation is performed after the 
copying resources are secured as a result of a reservation for 
copying is stored in the nonvolatile memory 94. The standby 
time B includes in?nite time (no autoclear is performed), the 
aforementioned printer job termination scheduled time, the 
scheduled time plus a ?xed time, and a ?xed time since the 
termination of the current printer job. 

That is, When no key operation is performed after the 
copying executable state has been established as a result of a 
reservation for copying as in step S51 of FIG. 7, the job 
management task 133 makes a comparison betWeen the con 
tents of the autoclear timer and the standby time B (a con 
stant value) in step S52. When the standby time B has been 
passed, that is, When the contents of the autoclear timer are 
greater (NO in step S52), the copying reservation is canceled 
in step S53 (see FIG. 8A) and then the autoclear is carried 
out in step S54 (see FIG. 8B). 
When NO in step S51 (copying has been performed or a 

copying function-related key operation has been performed), 
the job management task 133 makes a comparison betWeen 
the contents of the autoclear timer and the standby time A (a 
constant value) in step S52. When the contents of the auto 
clear timer are greater (NO in step S56), the copying reser 
vation is canceled in step S57 (see FIG. 8A) and then the 
autoclear is carried out in step S58 (see FIG. 8B). Further, in 
step S59, the preheating/poWer-off ?ag 133d is returned to 
the ON state. When the ON state of the preheating/poWer-off 
?ag 133d lasts for a predetermined time, the apparatus enters 
the preheated state or power-OFF state in order to save the 
poWer. The operations in steps S66 and S67 are the same as 
in conventional copying machines. 

With the conventional copying machines, When a jam has 
occurred in the paper feed during copying, no autoclear Will 
be performed even if the control panel is not touched for a 
?xed period of time. HoWever, this is unfavorable for the 
inventive apparatus because a printer job spooled on the 
printer controller 99 becomes unable to be initiated forever. 
If the autoclear function Were therefore performed in the 
inventive apparatus, then there Would arise the possibility 
that settings, such as the number of copies, may become 
invalid While the user is removing errors (e.g., paper 
jamming). This Would also be unfavorable for the copying 
apparatus. 

In the present apparatus, therefore, Whether the autoclear 
function is to be put into effect or not at the occurrence of 
errors is set in the table area 94a of the nonvolatile memory 
94 in order to alloW the user to decide Whether to perform the 
autoclear function or not depending on the use environment. 
As shoWn in FIG. 8B, reference is made to the table area 94a 
to check Whether errors are occurring at the time of autoclear 
or Whether the autoclear function has been set to become 
ineffective during the occurrence of errors (steps S63 and 
S64). When both the conditions are satis?ed, the control is 
performed in such a Way that the autoclear function is not 
performed. In the case of copy reservation as Well, reference 
is made to the table area 94a to check Whether errors are 
occurring at the timing of autoclear or Whether the autoclear 
function has been set to become ineffective during the occur 
rence of errors (steps S60 and S61). When both the condi 
tions are satis?ed, the control is performed such that the 
copy reservation is not canceled. 
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In recent years, the demand for poWer-saving apparatuses 
is increasing. Therefore, not a feW copying machine have an 
automatic preheating function of turning off the poWer to 
part of the apparatus or an automatic poWer-off function of 
turning off the poWer to all the apparatus When no operation 
is performed for a ?xed period of time. As described 
previously, a reservation for copying is canceled When no 
operation is performed for a ?xed period of time even if 
copying has been made possible. In that case, it is expected 
that a copy job Will occur soon. When copy reservation is 
canceled, the automatic preheating function and the auto 
matic poWer-off function, even if they have been rendered 
effective, are made ineffective temporarily. This is carried 
out, as indicated in step S31 of FIG. 5, by setting the preheat 
ing and poWer-off parameters OFF When a reservation for 
copying has been accepted. Thus, the present apparatus Will 
not enter the preheated or poWer-off state. 

Moreover, When the copying resources are available after 
a copy reservation has been made, it may be sometimes 
desired to Work the printer. To this end, as shoWn in (d) of 
FIG. 9, a copy reservation cancel button 12 may be left on 
the control panel While the printer job, Which has started 
before the copying is reserved, is being executed or the copy 
executable state based on copy reservation. In this case, the 
copy reservation can be canceled by the user clicking that 
button. 

In order to enhance the operability of the copying appara 
tus for the user Who has to leave the apparatus temporarily 
oWing to unavoidable circumstances rather than apparatus 
errors, a function is provided Which temporarily inhibits a 
printer job by the printer controller 99. This is realiZed by 
provided an autoclear negation key 13 on the control panel 
80 as shoWn in (d) of FIG. 9 and depressing that key. In this 
case, autoclear negation and printer job negation commands 
are issued from the user IF task 130 and the same control as 
at the occurrence of errors is performed as indicated in steps 
S38 and S39 of FIG. 6. The setting of negation can be can 
celed as in step S35 and S36 by operating an autoclear nega 
tion cancel key (not shoWn) on the control panel 80. 

According to the present invention, as described in detail 
above, a copying apparatus having at least copying and 
printer functions is provided Which alloWs the user to make a 
reservation for copying When the printer is in operation and, 
even in the case Where a printer job has been spooled, to use 
the copying function after the termination of the current 
printer job. In addition, making a reservation for the copying 
function Will not cause a printer job to be suspended longer 
than is necessary. Furthermore, even in the case Where a 
copy reservation has been made, it is possible to control 
poWer consumption in an ef?cient manner. 

Additional advantages and modi?cations Will readily 
occur to those skilled in the art. Therefore, the invention in 
its broader aspects is not limited to the speci?c details and 
representative embodiments shoWn and described herein. 
Accordingly, various modi?cations may be made Without 
departing from the spirit or scope of the general inventive 
concept as de?ned by the appended claims and their equiva 
lents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
image formation means for forming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a received printer job, means for providing ?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the ?rst image data 
using the image formation means; 
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12 
original reading means for optically reading the image of 

an original to provide second image data; 
user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 

start input and a copy reservation input for, When the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use of a 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the comple 
tion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user interface 
means for copying the original image using the original 
reading means and the image formation means, and 
copy reservation means responsive to the copy reserva 
tion input accepted by the user interface means for 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution, 
Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhibiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a time interval from the 
time at Which the image formation means is made 
available oWing to a copy reservation through the 
copy reservation means to the time Which is the sum 
of the completion scheduled time of a printer job 
Which Was in execution at the time of reservation and 
a [second] predetermined period of time. 

2. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
image formation means for forming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a received printer job, means for providing ?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the ?rst image data 
using the image formation means; 

original reading means for optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, When the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use of a 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the comple 
tion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user interface 
means for copying the original image using the original 
reading means and the image formation means, and 
copy reservation means responsive to the copy reserva 
tion input accepted by the user interface means for 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution, 
Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhibiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a time interval from the 
time at Which the image formation means is made 
available oWing to a copy reservation through the 
copy reservation means to the time at Which the user 
interface means accepts [the key inputs] a key input 
at least once. 

3. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
image formation means for forming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a received printer job, means for providing ?rst image 
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data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the ?rst image data 
using the image formation means; 

original reading means for optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, When the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use of a 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the comple 
tion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user interface 
means for copying the original image using the original 
reading means and the image formation means, and 
copy reservation means responsive to the copy reserva 
tion input accepted by the user interface means for 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution, 
Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhibiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a ?rst predetermined 
period do time since the image formation means Was 
made available oWing to a copy reservation through 
the copy reservation means, and 

Wherein the copy job management means includes 
printer job inhibit means responsive to an input to the 
user interface means When the apparatus has been 
placed in the copy executable state for inhibiting the 
execution of a printer job by the printer job control 
means, and the user interface means includes printer 
job inhibit input means for inhibiting the execution 
of a printer job and printer job inhibit canceling 
means for canceling the inhibition of the printer job 
execution. 

4. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
image formation means for forming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a received printer job, means for providing ?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the ?rst image data 
using the image formation means; 

original reading means for optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, When the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use of a 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the comple 
tion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user interface 
means for copying the original image using the original 
reading means and the image formation means, and 
copy reservation means responsive to the copy reserva 
tion input accepted by the user interface means for 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution, 
Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhibiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a ?rst predetermined 
period of time since the image formation means Was 
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14 
made available oWing to a copy reservation through 
the copy reservation means, 

Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhibiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a [third] second predeter 
mined period of time since the user interface means 
accepted [the key inputs] a key input at least once 
after the image formation means Was made available 
oWing to a copy reservation through the copy reser 
vation means, and 

Wherein the copy job management means includes 
poWer saving means for reducing poWer consump 
tion of the apparatus by placing the apparatus in the 
preheat enable state after a lapse of the [third] second 
predetermined period of time the apparatus being 
placed in the preheated state after a [fourth] third 
predetermined period of time. 

5. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
image formation means for forming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job for external equipment, means for holding a 
received printer job, means for providing ?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the ?rst image data 
using the image formation means; 

original reading means for optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, When the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control manes, making a reservation for the use of a 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the comple 
tion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user interface 
means for copying the original image using the original 
reading means and the image formation means, and 
copy reservation means responsive to the copy reserva 
tion input accepted by the user interface means for 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution, 
Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhibiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a ?rst predetermined 
period of time since the image formation means Was 
made available oWing to a copy reservation through 
the copy reservation means, 

Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhibiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a [third] second predeter 
mined period of time since the user interface means 
accepted [the key inputs] a key input at least once 
after the image formation means Was made available 
oWing to a copy reservation through the copy reser 
vation means, and 

Wherein the copy job management means includes 
poWer saving means for reducing poWer consump 
tion of the apparatus by placing the apparatus in the 
poWer-off enable state after a lapse of the [third] sec 
ond predetermined period of time the apparatus 
being placed in the [poWer-oft] power-of state after a 
[fourth] third predetermined period of time. 

6. An image formation apparatus comprising: 
image formation means for forming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
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printer job control means having means for receiving a 
printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a received printer job, means for providing ?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the ?rst image data 
using the image formation means; 

original reading means for optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, When the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
conrol means, making a reservation for the use of a 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the comple 
tion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user interface 
means for copying the original image using the original 
reading means and the image formation means, and 
copy reservation means responsive to the copy reserva 
tion input accepted by the user interface means for 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution, 
Wherein the copy job management means includes 
means for inhabiting the execution of a printer job, 
even if it has occurred, for a ?rst predetermined 
period of time since the image formation means Was 
made available oWing to a copy reservation through 
the copy reservation means, 

Wherein the copy job management means includes res 
ervation cancel means responsive to an input to the 
user interface means When the apparatus has been 
placed in the copy reserved state by the copy reserva 
tion means for canceling the copy reservation, and 
the user interface means includes reservation cancel 
input means for canceling the copy reservation. 

7. An image formation method for use With an image 
formation apparatus having a printer unit and a scanner unit 
comprising: 

a printer job control step of receiving a printer job from 
external equipment and printing an image correspond 
ing to the printer job using the printer unit; 

a user interface step of accepting from a user key inputs 
Which include a copy reservation input for, When the 
printer unit is being used by the printer job control step, 
making a reservation for the use of a copying function 
provided by the printer unit and the scanner unit after 
the completion of a printer job in execution; and 

a copy job management step including a substep of copy 
ing the image of an original using the scanner unit and 
the printer unit in response to a copy job start input 
from the user in the user interface step, and a substep of 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution in response to 
the copy reservation input in the user interface step, 
Wherein the copy job management step includes a sub 

step of inhibiting the execution of a printer job, even 
if it has occurred, for a time interval from the time at 
Which the printer unit is made available oWing to a 
copy reservation in the copy reservation substep to 
the time Which is the sum of the completion sched 
uled time of a printer job Which Was in execution at 
the time of reservation and a [second] predetermined 
period of time. 

8. An image formation method for use With an image 
formation apparatus having a printer unit and a scanner unit 
comprising: 
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a printer job control step of receiving a printer job from 

external equipment and printing an image correspond 
ing to the printer job using the printer unit; 

a user interface set of accepting from a user key inputs 
Which include a copy reservation input for, When the 
printer unit is being used by the printer job control step, 
making a reservation for the use of a copying function 
provided by the printer unit and the scanner unit after 
the completion of a printer job in execution; and 

a copy job management set including a substep of copying 
the image of an original using the scanner unit and the 
printer unit in response to a copy job start input from 
the user in the user interface step, and a substep of 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution in response to 
the copy reservation input n the user interface step, 
Wherein the copy job management step includes a sub 

step of inhibiting the execution of a printer job, even 
if it has occurred, for a time interval from the time at 
Which the printer unit is made available oWing to a 
copy reservation in the copy reservation substep to 
the time at Which the key inputs are accepted at least 
once in the user interface step. 

9. An image formation method for use With an image 
formation apparatus having a printer unit and a scanner unit 
comprising: 

a printer job control step of receiving a printer job from 
external equipment and printing an image correspond 
ing to the printer job using the printer unit; 

a user interface step of accepting from a user key inputs 
Which include a copy reservation input for, When the 
printer unit is being used by the printer job control step, 
making a reservation for the use of a copying function 
provided by the printer unit and the scanner unit after 
the completion of a printer job in execution; and 

a copy job management step including a substep of copy 
ing the image of an original using the scanner unit and 
the printer unit in response to a copy job start input 
from the user in the user interface step, and a substep of 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution in response to 
the copy reservation input in the user interface step, 
Wherein the copy job management step includes a sub 

step of inhibiting the execution of a printer job, even 
if it has occurred, for a ?rst predetermined period of 
time since the printer unit Was made available oWing 
to a copy reservation in the copy reservation substep, 
and 

Wherein the copy job management step includes a 
printer job inhibit substep of inhibiting the execution 
of a printer job in the printer job control step in 
response to an input to the user interface step When 
the apparatus has been placed in the copy executable 
state. 

10. An image formation method for use With an image 
formation apparatus having a printer unit and a scanner unit 
comprising: 

a printer job control step of receiving a printer job from 
external equipment and printing an image correspond 
ing to the printer job using the printer unit; 

a user interface step of accepting from a user key inputs 
Which includes a copy reservation input for, When the 
printer unit is being used by the printer job control step, 
making a reservation for the use of a copying function 
provided by the printer unit and the scanner unit after 
the completion of a printer job in execution; and 
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a copy job management step including a substep of copy 
ing the image of an original using the scanner unit and 
the printer unit in response to a copy job start input 
from the user in the user interface step, and a substep of 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution in response to 
the copy reservation input in the user interface step, 
Wherein the copy job management step includes a sub 

step of inhibiting the execution of a printer job, even 
if it has occurred, for a ?rst predetermined period of 
time since the printer unit Was made available oWing 
to a copy reservation in the copy reservation substep, 
and 

Wherein the copy job management step includes a res 
ervation cancel substep of canceling the copy reser 
vation in response to an input in the user interface 
step When the printer unit and scanner unit have been 
placed in the copy reserved state through the copy 
reservation substep. 

1]. The image forming apparatus as recited in claim 2, 
wherein the copy job management means includes a copy 
reservation cancel means for canceling the reserving of the 
use of the copying function when the user interface means 
does not accept an input from the user for a predetermined 
period oftime after the imageforming means is made avail 
able owing to the copy reservation through the copy reserva 
tion means. 

12. The imageforming apparatus as recited in claim 1], 
wherein the copyjob management means includes an auto 
clear meansforperforming an autoclearfunctionfor initial 
izing settings ofthe imageforming apparatus when the copy 
reservation has been canceled. 

13. The image forming method as recited in claim 8, 
wherein the copy job management step includes a copy res 
ervation cancel substep for canceling the reserving of the 
use of the copying function when user key inputs are not 
accepted for a predetermined period of time after the printer 
unit is made available owing to the copy reservation in the 
copy reservation substep. 

14. The image forming method as recited in claim 13, 
wherein the copy job management step includes an auto 
clear step for performing an autoclear function for initializ 
ing settings of the image forming apparatus when the copy 
reservation has been canceled. 

15. An imageforming apparatus comprising: 
imageformation meansforforming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a receivedprinterjob, meansfor providing?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the?rst image data 
using the imageformation means; 

original reading meansfor optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, when the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use ofa 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the 
completion of a printer job in execution; 

copyjob management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user inter 
face means for copying the original image using the 
original reading means and the image formation 
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means, and copy reservation means responsive to the 
copy reservation input accepted by the user interface 
means for reserving the use of the copying function 
after the completion of the printer job in execution, 

wherein the copyjob management means includes means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a time intervalfrom the time at which 
the imageformation means is made available owing to 
a copy reservation through the copy reservation means 
to the time which is the sum ofthe completion sched 
uled time ofa printerjob which was in execution at the 
time of reservation and a second predetermined period 
of time. 

16. An imageformation apparatus comprising: 
imageformation meansforforming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a received printer job, means for providing first image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the?rst image data 
using the imageformation means; 

original reading meansfor optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, when the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use ofa 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the 
completion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user inter 
face means for copying the original image using the 
original reading means and the image formation 
means, and copy reservation means responsive to the 
copy reservation input accepted by the user interface 
means for reserving the use of the copying function 
after the completion of the printer job in execution, 

wherein the copyjob management means includes means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a time intervalfrom the time at which 
the imageformation means is made available owing to 
a copy reservation through the copy reservation means 
to the time at which the user interface means accepts 
the start input. 

17. The imageforming apparatus as recited in claim 16, 
wherein the copy job management means includes a copy 
reservation cancel means for canceling the reserving of the 
use of the copying function when the user interface means 
does not accepted an input from the user for a predetermined 
period oftime after the imageforming means is made avail 
able owing to the copy reservation through the copy reserva 
tion means. 

18. The imageforming apparatus as recited in claim 17, 
wherein the copyjob management means includes an auto 
clear meansforperforming an autoclearfunctionfor initial 
izing settings of the image forming apparatus when the copy 
reservation has been canceled. 

19. An imageformation apparatus comprising: 
imageformation meansforforming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
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a receivedprinterjob, meansfor providing?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the?rst image data 
using the imageformation means; 

original reading meansfor optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, when the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use ofa 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the 
completion of a printer job in execution; 

copyjob management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user inter 
face means for copying the original image using the 
original reading means and the image formation 
means, and copy reservation means responsive to the 
copy reservation input accepted by the user interface 
means for reserving the use of the copying function 
after the completion of the printer job in execution, 

wherein the copyjob management means includes means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a first predetermined period of time 
since the imageformation means was made available 
owing to a copy reservation through the copy reserva 
tion means, and 

wherein the copyjob management means includesprinter 
job inhibit means responsive to an input to the user 
interface means when the apparatus has been placed in 
the copy executable state for inhibiting the execution of 
a printer job by the printer job control means, and the 
use interface means includes printer job inhibit input 
meansfor inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob and 
printer job inhibit canceling means for canceling the 
inhibition ofthe printerjob execution. 

20. An imageformation apparatus comprising: 
imageformation meansforforming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a receivedprinterjob, meansfor providing?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the?rst image data 
using the imageformation means; 

original reading meansfor optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
state input and a copy reservation input for, when the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use ofa 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the 
completion of a printer job in execution; 

copyjob management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user inter 
face means for copying the original image using the 
original reading means and the image formation 
means, and copy reservation means responsive to the 
copy reservation input accepted by the user interface 
means for reserving the use of the copying function 
after the completion of the printer job in execution, 

wherein the copyjob management means includes means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
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print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a first predetermined period of time 
since the imageformation means was made available 
owing to a copy reservation through the copy reserva 
tion means, 

wherein the copyjob management means includes means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a second predetermined period of time 
after the user interface means accepted a key input, and 

wherein the copy job management means includes power 
saving means for reducing power consumption of the 
apparatus by placing the apparatus in the preheat 
enable state after a lapse of said second predetermined 
period oftime, the apparatus being placed in the pre 
heated state after a third predetermined period of time. 

2]. An imageformation apparatus comprising: 
imageformation meansforforming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
printer job control means having means for receiving a 

printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a received printer job, means for providing first image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the?rst image data 
using the imageformation means; 

original reading meansfor optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, when the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use ofa 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the 
completion of a printer job in execution; 

copy job management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user inter 
face means for copying the original image using the 
original reading means and the image formation 
means, and copy reservation means responsive to the 
copy reservation input accepted by the user interface 
means for reserving the use of the copying function 
after the completion of the printer job in execution, 

wherein the copyjob management means includes means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a first predetermined period of time 
since the imageformation means was made available 
owing to a copy reservation through the copy reserva 
tion means, 

wherein the copyjob management means includes means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a second predetermined period of time 
since the user interface means accepted a key input at 
least once after the imageformation means was made 
available owing to a copy reservation through the copy 
reservation means, and 

wherein the copy job management means includes power 
saving means for reducing power consumption of the 
apparatus by placing the apparatus in the power-01f 
enable state after a lapse of the second predetermined 
period oftime the apparatus beingplaced in thepower 
of state after a third predetermined period of time. 

22. An imageformation apparatus comprising: 
imageformation meansforforming an image correspond 

ing to input image data; 
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printer job control means having means for receiving a 
printer job from external equipment, means for holding 
a receivedprinterjob, meansfor providing?rst image 
data corresponding to the printer job and means for 
printing an image corresponding to the?rst image data 
using the imageformation means; 

original reading meansfor optically reading the image of 
an original to provide second image data; 

user interface means for accepting from a user a copy job 
start input and a copy reservation input for, when the 
image formation means is being used by the printer 
control means, making a reservation for the use ofa 
copying function provided by the image formation 
means and the original reading means after the 
completion of a printer job in execution; 

copyjob management means including means responsive 
to the copy job start input accepted by the user inter 
face means for copying the original image using the 
original reading means and the image formation 
means, and copy reservation means responsive to the 
copy reservation input accepted by the user interface 
means for reserving the use of the copying function 
after the completion of the printer job in execution, 

wherein the copy job management means include means 
for inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a first predetermined period of time 
since the imageformation means was made available 
owing to a copy reservation through the copy reserva 
tion means, 

wherein the copy job management means includes reser 
vation cancel means responsive to an input to the user 
interface means when the apparatus has been placed in 
the copy reserved state by the copy reservation means 
for canceling the copy reservation, and the user inter 
face means includes reservation cancel input means for 
canceling the copy reservation. 

23. An image formation method for use with an image 
formation apparatus having a printer unit and a scanner 
unit comprising: 

a printer job control step of receiving a printer job from 
external equipment and printing an image correspond 
ing to the printerjob using the printer unit; 

a user interface step of accepting from a user key inputs 
which include a copy reservation input for, when the 
printer unit is being used by the printer job control step, 
making a reservationfor the use ofa copyingfunction 
provided by the printer unit and the scanner unit after 
the completion ofa printerjob in execution; and 

a copyjob management step including a substep ofcopy 
ing the image ofan original using the scanner unit and 
the printer unit in response to a copy job start input 
from the user in the interface step, and a substep of 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution in response to 
the copy reservation input in the user interface step, 

wherein the copy job management step includes a substep 
ofinhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a time interval from the time at which 
the printer unit is made available owing to a copy res 
ervation in the copy reservation substep to the time 
which is the sum ofthe completion scheduled time ofa 
printer job which was in execution at the time of reser 
vation and a second predetermined period of time. 

24. An image formation method for use with an image 
formation apparatus having a printer unit and a scanner 
unit comprising: 
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a printerjob control step ofreceiving a printerjobfrom 

external equipment and printing an image correspond 
ing to theprinterjob using theprinter unit; 
user interface set of accepting from a user key inputs 
which include a copy reservation input for, when the 
printer unit is being used by the printer job control step, 
making a reservationfor the use ofa copyingfunction 
provided by the printer unit and the scanner unit after 
the completion ofa printerjob in execution; and 

a copy job management step including a substep of copy 
ing the image ofan original using the scanner unit and 
the printer unit in response to a copy job start input 
from the user in the user interface step, and a substep of 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution in response to 
the copy reservation input in the user interface step, 

wherein the copy job management step includes a substep 
of inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
printer job has been received from said external 
equipment, for at least a time intervalfrom the time at 
which the printer unit is made available owing to a 
copy reservation in the copy reservation substep to the 
time at which the key inputs are accepted at least once 
in the user interface step. 

25. The image formation method as recited in claim 24, 
wherein the copy job management step includes a copy res 
ervation cancel substep for canceling the reserving of the 
use of the copying function when user key inputs are not 
accepted for a predeterm ined period of time after the printer 
unit is made available owing to the copy reservation in the 
copy reservation substep. 

26. The image forming method as recited in claim 25, 
wherein the copy job management step includes an auto 
clear step for performing an autoclear function for initial iz 
ing settings ofthe imageforming apparatus when the copy 
reservation has been canceled. 

27. An image formation methodfor use with an image 
formation apparatus having a printer unit and a scanner 
unit comprising: 

a printerjob control step ofreceiving a printerjobfrom 
external equipment and printing an image correspond 
ing to theprinterjob using theprinter unit; 
user interface step of accepting from a user key inputs 
which include a copy reservation input for, when the 
printer unit is being used by the printer job control step, 
making a reservationfor the use ofa copyingfunction 
provided by the printer unit and the scanner unit after 
the completion ofa printerjob in execution; and 

a copy job management step including a substep of copy 
ing the image ofan original using the scanner unit and 
the printer unit in response to a copy job start input 
from the user in the user interface step, and a substep of 
reserving the use of the copying function after the 
completion of the printer job in execution in response to 
the copy reservation input in the user interface step, 

wherein the copy job management step includes a substep 
of inhibiting the execution ofa printerjob, even ifthe 
print job has been received from said external 
equipment, for a first predetermined period of time 
since the printer unit was made available owing to a 
copy reservation in the copy reservation substep, and 

wherein the copy job management step includes a printer 
job inhibit substep of inhibiting the execution ofa 
printer job in the printer job control step in response to 
an input to the user interface step when the apparatus 
has been placed in the copy executable state. 




